
Let's Come  
Together!



Policy Shaped by You

This campaign is about you. It is about bringing 
people together. It is about giving each 

and every identity a platform to speak, act and 
make a change. Our ideals are based on making 
student government more accessible for all and 

adding diversity in identity and ideas to its 
membership. Our platform is shaped by you, your 

needs and concerns. We will not provide any 
empty promises, each initiative is backed by a 
detailed plan of execution. Please take a look 

and if you feel we missed anything feel free to 
reach out - voterutgersunited@gmail.com 

 Let's work together to make a difference!
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End Sexual Violence
Unite forces with student organizations, such as Rutgers NO 
MORE, and the End Sexual Violence campaign to lead a coalition of 
advocates to change rape culture on campus, fight to end sexual 
violence, and provide the necessary resources for survivors. This 
will be done through campus-wide programming to spread 
awareness and trainings that will create active bystanders to 
intervene on issues. Assemble a coalition of student organizations to 
end the use of women as “ratio” in the party culture and work as 
leaders of the community to lead the movement against it. 
Lobby Congress and State legislature to pass legislations that gives 
victims resources, mandates sexual violence education from primary 
school to college, and stricter laws against perpetrators. 
Advocate for 1 member of each student organization to be 
advocate trained to understand how to handle a situation involving 
some form of sexual violence in a social environment if it takes 
place.  
Coordinate the creation of a FIGS about gender roles, sexual 
violence, intervention.  
Make the resources available from VPVA and CAPS easily 
accessible on the academic pages such as Canvas, Sakai, and 
Ecollege. 
Add End Sexual Violence Resources to bus ads. 
Implement required training for bus drivers to recognize potentially 
dangerous situations while on duty, specially during high risk nights 
which commonly host parties. 



Mental Health
Work to end the stigma against mental illnesses, by initiating a 
campaign with organizations like Active Minds to inform the student 
body on the facts of mental health.
Reform the admission system for CAPS, to expedite access to 
emergency counseling. We will advocate to increase funding to 
CAPS in order to properly staff the service to better fit the 
community and open a branch to service the Livingston and Busch 
campus, as there already is one on College Avenue and the 
Cook/Douglass Campus.
Work with the university to mandate all syllabi to include the CAPS 
resources available to students and have professors speak openly 
of those resources at the beginning of every semester.
Advocate to add an Mental Health session to New Student 
Orientation so all incoming students, First-Year and Transfers, may 
be informed of the resources.
Initiate a survey, similar to the iSpeak survey, solely on the topic of 
mental health. This will allow RUSA and the University to gage the 
prevalence of mental health issues and use the results to advocate 
for increased resources and advocate for support by the Rutgers 
community for those afflicted because many opt to not to speak 
publicly because of shame. 



Diversity & Inclusion
We will create a constituent assembly made of up general members 
of the student body that meets once a month to work on 
determining the issues that are most prevalent on campus. This 
council will be made up of anyone who would like to attend, specific 
seats will be reserved for representatives of designated 
communities such as the LGBTQ community, and other identities. 
We seek to have student leaders from all student organizations and 
representative councils. Our idea is that together we can truly 
represent the student body. 
We will open RUSA Executive Board meetings to the public and 
actively promote attendance so student may have an input in the 
agenda that the student government pursues. 
We will work with a student coalition of cultural groups and 
advocates to work with the academic units at Rutgers to formulate 
an academic requirement that focuses on exposing students to 
cultures, identities and social groups different than their own. This 
course will be aid in the efforts to make every Scarlet Knight a 
global citizens and celebrate the diversity of the student body.  We 
will work to form a requirement that suits every student and does 
not cause further strains on our heavy schedules.  
Maintain regular two-way conversations with cultural groups to 
foster relationships and collaboration in projects which promote 
inclusivity and the exposure of students to different cultures and 
traditions. 



Minimum Wage
According to research conducted by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) the living wage in the state of New Jersey is $15. 
We will advocate and collaborate with all student allies to lobby the 
University to reallocate funds from the $804 Million Unrestricted 
Reserves to fund pay increases to student workers. The University 
employs nearly 4,000 students, according to President Barchi it 
would cost $4 Million to increase the minimum wage from $8.44 to 
$15. Using the Unrestricted Reserves all students can be paid a 
living wage without affecting the funding of any existing programs 
nor a need to raise tuition.  
We will forge communications with involved parties and 
administration to have productive conversations on achieving a $15 
minimum wage on campus while simultaneously assuring that tuition 
is not increased nor cutting funding to existing programs.



College Affordability
Task the University Senate Budget and Finance Committee with 
researching the feasibility of a tuition freeze. 
Create a student movement to advocate for the use of the 
University Unrestricted Reserves to fund more financial aid for 
students. 
Lobby the NJ State Assembly to keep the rate of tuition increase 
below that of inflation and increase state funding for the university 
Advocate for the research of the University reserves, and 
University budget, and advocate for its reallocation. 
Advocate for a tuition freeze to combat the staggering cost of 
higher education. 
Launch an Affordable Textbook program based on alumni 
donations where students can apply for scholarships to purchase 
their textbooks. The fund will be constituted in collaboration with 
the Rutgers Telefund.  
Promote the use of open source textbooks in classes of high 
enrollment.  
Work with the NJPIRG and the Rutgers University Senate to create 
an alternative textbook policy, particularly for core introductory 
classes. 



Undocumented Students
Rutgers has a population of over 300 dreamers. We must stand 
with them to provide a sanctuary campus where they can attain an 
education free from fear of deportation. We will work with 
UndocuRutgers to collectively lobby for a Clean Dream Act. We will 
organize phone banks, lobbying trips to Trenton and Washington 
D.C. and work with the University to continually support these 
students.  

Protest Policy
During the summer of 2017, University administration passed the 
new Disruptions Policy which effectively outlawed student 
demonstrations by creating excessive restraints making organizing 
demonstrations nearly impossible. We will advocate for the repeal 
of this policy both through lobbying administration and through the 
University Senate.  



Student Parents
We fully endorse the efforts of the student organization, Rutgers 
Students with Children (RSWC) and acknowledge the years of 
efforts and advocacy they have done for student parents.  
According to a 2014 study from the Institute for Women's Policy 
Research, students with children make up 26% percent of the 
undergraduate population. This is a community with unique needs 
and special challenges. We will advocate for priority registration, 
all-campus parking passes and universal childcare. 
We will work with RSWC to establish a financial aid fund, fueled by 
donations from the Rutgers community, alumni and any supporter. 
This fund will help with the cost of parking tickets, towing cost, book 
purchases and other financial needs incurred due to their unique 
position as students and parents. This fund will exist until the 
university provides the services needed. 



Connecting to NB
The chartering of Rutgers ignited the establishment of the city of 
New Brunswick. We have flourished and grown right alongside this 
city but our ties to the people of New Brunswick have been few. 
We would like to work with existing programs that connect Rutgers 
students with New Brunswick High School students to promote the 
pursuit of higher education. 
We will work with UndocuRutgers, Rutgers NO MORE and NO 
MAS, to work with the undocumented community in New Brunswick 
to promote awareness of services for the community regarding 
sexual violence and existing legal services. 
Extend the RUSA initiative, Meal Swipes for Charity, to be year- 
round. At the end of every semester organize an event, in 
collaboration with Rutgers Against Hunger and local food shelters, 
where student donate meal swipes to feed the homeless in the New 
Brunswick area and donate funds to the Student Food Pantry. 



Public Safety
Work with RUPD to increase officer/CSO patrolling on campus late 
at night, to ensure safety. 
Work to enhance the RUPD safety escort service. Promote the 
service to the student body widely as an effective alternative to 
walking home late at night. Streamline the process of texting and 
updating students on arrival of escort. 
Bring a public safety app to campus, which will enable individuals to 
feel safer when walking on campus late at night by providing easy 
access emergency services and update friends on their location as 
they make their way to the location. As well as, it will serve to 
provide information of the services provided on campus such as 
VPVA and CAPS. 
Work with the Knight's Watch initiative to revamp the university 
safety infrastructure to increase campus lighting where needed and 
expand the security camera system to off-campus areas where a 
large majority of off-campus students may reside. 



Transportation
Advocate for green busses. 
Increase transparency with public safety, by asking for a student 
advisory board to meet with the director of Public Safety and 
discuss changes to the current bus system. Advocate for the 
addition of busses and increase efficiency. 
Advocate for designated break times for bus drivers. Denote in the 
Rutgers App’s bus schedule when drivers will be taking breaks. 

Commuter Life
We will work with the University Department of Transportation to 
establish methods of applying for affordable parking passes, to 
decrease the overall cost parking passes, and expand the parking 
lots open to each pass.  
We will work to allocate the funds obtained from parking tickets to 
fund a scholarship to be dispersed through the financial aid office 
for students in need to afford parking passes. 
We will promote the resources available to commuter students, for 
example the services provided by the Office of Off-Campus 
Housing and Community Relations. 
Work with the University's academic units to institute a weather 
hazards policy in regards to class absences for commuter students 
during inclement weather.  



Disability Service
We will work to expand the services provided to students with 
disabilities by creating a RUSA Task Force focused on researching 
the issues and complaints. We will address all student concerns, 
such as challenges in accessibility to academic buildings and 
football games. We will collaborate directly with the Office of 
Disability Services to accomplish all these goals.  
We will provide programming that empowers students with 
disabilities, such as events that bring students together to speak 
about their obstacles and challenges. Our programs will also focus 
on starting conversations that challenges stereotypes surrounding 
disabilities and educates the student body so we can be more 
inclusive! 

Student Org Funding Crisis
We will change the Allocations structure to be 
completely transparent and promote a fair and open process for all 
student organizations. 
We will establish educational programming for the the 
executive members of each organization on financial literacy to 
better help with the management of funds. 
We will lobby the school administration to match student 
fee funding for organizations through the administrative funds. 


